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Note that this document was submitted after the established deadline. It will be decided by the Meeting 
whether the document can be discussed or is postponed to the next meeting. 

 

Background 
This document contains Swedish comments to document 4-7 Rev. 1 to GEAR 23-2020. The comments are 
made based on a comparison of the texts and the guidance document 3-2 to DG BSAP 1-2020 “drafting the 
updated BSAP”, and document 3-5 to HOD 57-2019. Sweden would like to raise a discussion on how the 
current drafts correspond to the agreement made on the style and structure of the updated BSAP. 

Document 4-7 Rev. 1 to GEAR 23 contains the first drafts of the segment specific introductions for sea-based 
activities, biodiversity, eutrophication, and hazardous substances and litter as prepared by the Secretariat at 
the request of HOD 57-2019 as well as the comments by MARITIME 20-2020 and DG BSAP SEA 1-2020 to the 
seabased activities introduction, the comments by STATE&CONSERVATION 13-2020 and DG BSAP BIO 1-2020 
to the biodiversity segment and the comments by PRESSURE 13-2020 to the eutrophication and hazardous 
substances and litter segments.  

Further work on the segment specific text will be undertaken by the Segment Teams under the DG BSAP in 
spring 2021.  

 
Action requested 
The Meeting is invited to take note of and use the comments in the forward discussions on document 4-7 
Rev. 1.  
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Swedish comments to document 4-7 Rev. 1  
 

The comments are aimed as a basis for further discussion. They do not represent a final Swedish view.  

 

Main comments/questions: 

1. In the guidance document 3-2 to DG BSAP 1-2020 the segment preambles should focus on:                
”aspirations and strategic decision for the respective segment and also recall HELCOM 
recommendations and other relevant commitments” 

At the moment it seems aspirations and strategic decisions are not in focus while attention is given to basic 
information on the topic for each segment. What is the process for building up these components in the 
preambles? 

(Adoption of key documents e.g. the RAP on underwater noise, could be lifted as concluding decisions in the 
pre-amble. Over arching ambition levels expressed as targets or in qualitative terms could be placed here, as 
available, e.g target % protected area).  

2. In the 3-2 to DG BSAP 1-2020  ” The updated BSAP should be a relatively short document written in 
a straightforward way but should at the same time provide sufficient supporting information to 
facilitate future follow-up of implementation.    

The text that is presented in the document 4-7 is long compared to the last BSAP (3 pages at least, compared 
to ½ for each segment) and often of a rather general, basic character. For example  ” Eutrophication is a 
condition where high nutrient concentrations stimulate the excessive growth of primary producers and this 
leads to imbalanced functioning of the aquatic ecosystem”.  Do we want basic introductory text on the topic 
here? This type of information does not connect very well to the actions/measures, it does not necessarily 
help follow up, and if included in BSAP, the document will become lengthy.  

I propose a discussion of what the purpose of each piece of text is, and generally to shorten the text 
substantially to make room for strategic decisions/aspirations. Some text might be better expressed with 
figures. 

3. Harmonisation is needed across segment preambles. For this purpose, the interpretation of the 
guidance given from HoD should be discussed in relation to the drafts. The structure can vary 
between segments if motivated by the topics, but a level of recognition in structure is needed. See 
specific comments below. There should be a “storyline” in the structure which clearly points towards 
the actions to be agreed. 
 

4. There is a point in including info on sources/activities, if this motivates addressing them with actions 
later. However, where and how to include this we may want to discuss. We could also consider if 
figures/visualisations express this sufficiently, without text.  

 

Specific comments related to the elements included in the instruction from HoD and DG BSAP 1-2020: 

* aspirations and strategic decision for the respective segment: these seem to be still largely missing from 
the preambles, and a discussion need started.  

* recall HELCOM recommendations and other relevant commitments: these are still largely missing from the 
preambles. See comment on link to SDG below.  
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- Link of segment to relevant climate change parameters: consider at a later stage if it is better to collect all 
this information in the overarching segment.  

- Action areas; We might want to discuss what is the intention with this part. Is this to be structured around 
Helcom management objectives? If so, it could provide a good link to activities. Or, do we want something 
else, a description of sectors/activities that Helcom will address? how Helcom works, or how we want to 
work? It seems a mix at the moment. If this is intended as a step in towards the actions, describing main 
action categories etc, then better placed just before the actions. 

- Link to relevant SDG; we might want to discuss what the purpose is of including a specific header on this. 
What will it be used for? There might be other options of linking to SDGs (references from relevant 
ecological/management objectives or actions?)  

- Include cross-references with other segments. Same comment as for SDGs 

General comments:  

• The texts should in any case clearly lay the paths towards the actions we propose. This is an update 
and not a new plan, so we do not need to reason very much about how the ecosystem works, or why 
we need measures.  However, the change (or absence of change) may be relevant to refer to (as in 
operative section: present state).  

• General information on the topic should not be included; no need to repeat large sections from 
HolasII. 

• It should reflect Helcom actions and a Baltic perspective and only refer to global/EU work where 
clearly relevant. 

• The instruction of 2 pages seems long. Assumably it was defined thinking that figures and bullet point 
lists or other layout might take up space. 2 pages is really rather long in massive text, and should be 
seen as ”maximum length if relevant”, and including bullet point lists etc.  

• In general sub headings are now serving as placeholders for certain information and should be 
removed or rephrased into ”informative” titles.  

• As regards the inclusion of actions, there may be a need to discuss across segments where in the text 
to put each type of proposal, and on what level of detail they should be described. This can only be 
done once we have a list of actions to work with.  Some may need collected into “sets of measures”. 
Some actions may be formulated as aspirations rather than actions (some of them can maybe be 
formulated in a more “measurable” way).  

Operative sections:  

Description of current state (1/2) Consider what can be replaced by visualization and avoid repeating too 
much from HOLA II. In my view, this is where we say "we have not reached our goals yet… there is still a need 
for measures... and we see that activity x/pressure x/source x need further addressed”. So, we could consider 
moving part of what is now in the above section (e.g. in hazardous substances segment) here.  

Description of desired state (1/2) Desired state should build on and develop the ecological objectives and 
management objectives; no need to formulate new narrative text on this. At the moment this is a little hard 
to follow. There is a red thread missing, through ecological objectives, management objectives, aspirations, 
targets for our work. Discussion would be useful on how we could arrange it, for example (very rough idea) 
as follows: 

a. Goals and objectives ”the over all goal is a Baltic Sea unaffected by 
eutrophication, characterized by ….” (ecological objectives inserted) 

b. To reach this goal the management objective is… (to be inserted). These are in 
line with SDG xx, xx and xx.  
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c. This is operationalized by the targets (MAI/NIC) OR Helcom CPs have agreed 
that a reduction of input is needed as shown in the table below / of xx %.... 

d. To manage this, we will ensure sustainable agricultural practices….(Actions) 

i. we agree to: 

• adopt  the RAP xx 
• update recommendation x 
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